MAZE EXPERIMENTS
it, you must emerge by the same way as you go in. The other
letter stands for the proper route. I shall sometimes give the
blind alley first of the two, and sometimes second, so pay no atten-
tion to the order of the pair of letters Each alley has its own
letter by which it is always called, just as streets have names :
and the letters have been distributed to the alleys quite at random*
Now, after entering, do you choose N or V ? *
Now offer at each question that pair of letters to
which the subject's wanderings in the maze have brought
you, and record all his answers. When he reaches H say
" That is the goal," but do not emphasize the letter. Give
your subject as many " runs " as his good nature will stand:a
and get him to give the maze or a similar one, to you, first
altering the letters. You will find, as with rats, that your
performance on the whole improves, whether measured by
time taken or number of errors made, though not without
relapses into former errors You will recognize that you
have been in a blind alley by the fact of the recurrence of
letters already passed by. You may formulate a certain
rule (can you state it ?) about your proper action in case the
same letter occurs in consecutive pairs presented to yoeu
You may find a blind adherence to this rule, if you should
carelessly get " reversed," leading you clean out of the maze
again. You will certainly have more poignant feelings as
to the laws of use and of satisfaction in maze-running than
you would have otherwise experienced.
An actual experiment on these lines, in which the run was
shortened by making T the goal, gave the following " runs " :
 1.	PNVLZKGEQBT	=11 moves
 2.	PVZFZLZFZLZFZLZKEBT=19    „
 3.	PVZFZLZFZVXVLZFZV
NVZFZVNPVZFZLZFZLZ
K G E B T	— 40    „
 4.	PNPNVLZFKEBT	=12,,
 5.	PtfPVZFKEBT	« 10 „
1 Modified from Peterson, Jowm. Exp> P*ychol.f 1920, in, 257-280
* It is probably best, taxless he has very great patience, to shorten the
maze by finishing the run at some earlier point, as in the example below.
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